Walk A- Hard
Binn idir an dá Log (Maumturks)
Length 13km
Highest point 702m- (1000m height gained).
Binn idir an dá Log (Height between two hollows) is the highest point on the rugged Maumturk mountains. A
fantastic experience of pure and exposed Connemara wilderness that Praeger describes as a ‘glorious day’s walking’.
A mountain marked with crags and quartz with some excellent views of the Maam and Inagh Valleys. This walk
follows the way marked trail of the Western Way to Mauméan, an ancient and sacred pass with an alter set into the
rock face. The walk then starts to rise sharply to Binn Chaonaigh (633m) with irregular jagged tracks and scree, Binn
Mhairg is a short distance away that imposes itself upon the Maam valley below. The walk joins back onto the ridge
lines westward through to Binn idir an dá Log with some fabulous views of cliffs and valleys on both sides. The walk
then follows a scree slope towards Loch Maumhoige and northwards towards Cúlog (435m). The grassier slopes then
incline slowly eastward along the Knockanbaun ridge towards Knocknagur. A short grassy trail brings the walk to a
close.

Walk B- Moderate
Devils Mother (Partry Mountains)
Length 11km
Highest point 645m- (720m height gained)

The Devils Mother (Magairlaí an deamhain or the Devils testicles) in Partry Mountains have abundant
corrie features carved coarsely throughout the mountain face, with uncompromising gullies, rock
configurations and geology. In comparison the summit is a large flat and boundlessly indulgent plateau
capable of potentially fitting many football pitches. The walk will start at Glenacally Bridge along a rough
track. The first climb starts early into the hike and slowly ascends the shoulder south-westwards. The first
spot height is at 601m and the climbing is very minimal from here. The walks joins onto the Mayo/Galway
border at reaches the Devils Mother at 645m. The views here are spectacular on a fine day with evidence
of glaciated valleys, Killary Fjord and Tawnaleen. The walk continues downhill along the border softly and
steadily towards the village of Leenane.

Walk B- Moderate
Ben Gorm
Length 8km
Highest point 700m- (680m height gained).
Ben Gorm (in Irish Bhinn Ghorm or Blue Peak) is wild Connemara terrain at its finest. The walk starts at Aasleagh Falls
and connects with the South eastern shoulder at Letterass. The ridge line towards the summit has excellent views of
the Erriff valley, Lugaharry lake and the Killary Fjord. There are steep cliffs and crags on the northern side of the
mountain while contrasting concave and convex slopes to the south join onto the surrounding Killary Fjord. The
views across the Delphi and Doolough valleys are spectacular along with stream strewn landscape of the valley floor.
Mweelrea and Sheeffry mountains seem within touching distance and the going is soft and grassy after the peak at
700m. The walk slips down across a small plateau at Mulbawn and onto Finlough Lake.

Walk C- Normal
Maumean to Inagh (Western Way)
Length 13km- Trail
Highest point 250m- (260m height gained)
Maumean (In Irish Mám Éan meaning pass of the birds) is a lower part of the Maumturks Mountains where
pilgrims visit for prayer and penance. The walk to Maumean picks up on the Western Way at Curr near
Maam and leads along a narrow country road south west onto the Failmore River. The walk rises evenly
ahead as you enter the secluded pass between these great mountains, the road changes to track which
meanders upwards along the mountain side. The trail eventually reaches the holy well and the preChristian church built into the jagged cliff face. It is an authentic place for peace and reflection and many
people experience a real connection here amid a rugged highland created amphitheatre. The walk then
turns downwards towards the 12 Bins and the Derryclare lowlands. The track ends at a car park and turns
north westerly along a tarred road towards the bogs and lakes of Lough Inagh. Continuing on along the
road the towering Maumturks immediately on the right and the imposing 12 Bins on the left absorb you
into great sense of remoteness and sanctuary. The walk finishes on with excellent views of Lough Inagh
and the distant 12 Bins.

Walk A- Hard
Mweelrea
Length 15km
Highest point 814m- (1110m height gained)
Mweelrea Mountain (Cnoc Maol Réidh) is the highest mountain in Connaught (814m), rising from the
bowels of wild Atlantic seascape in dramatic upland ruggedness. The mountain offers one of the finest
panoramic views in Ireland on a good day although often shrouded in mist and mystery. This year the walk
will commence on the North shore of Doolough and through the gap in the loughs, across stepping stones
and a slow rise, inside to the corrie and cliffs of the north of the mountain. The walk crosses ravines and
edges along the sheep tracks to gain entry to the natural Ramp path amid large boulders and tiny streams.
The airy glacial cliff edges pitch steadily and squeeze to a narrow hazardous passageway to the shoulder of
the ramp. The dangerous part of the climb is over and a short trek brings you westward to Ben Bury. To
summit then requires a slight descent and skirting along the Atlantic horseshoe with a good climb again to
the exposed summit. The long narrow split ridge leads south then eastward with surges of long and
sometimes steep declines onto Tonatleva hill and a benign forest track guiding us tea-wards and bunbound to the fabulous Delphi valley.

Walk B- Moderate
Leenane Mountain (Maumturks)
9.2km
Highest point 618m- (660m height gained)
Leenane Hill stands imposingly over the village of Leenane, it is part of the famous Maumturks mountains and blends
a tough but rewarding hike in all aspects. The walk starts from a forested area of the Glen Valley and follows the
Western way Eastward along the Killary Harbour. The walk then exits after the short trail and follows a rugged
heathery spur for 2km to a spot height (556m) on the North shoulder of Leenane Hill. The going is quite flat and
boggy from 400m with excellent views of the Killary and the Erriff valley, and the Glencraff and Glenlosh valleys to
the south. The expansive mountain top tightens to a narrow col before reaching the summit at 619m. From there
the soft mossy ridge links softly following the stream downhill and northwards back to the ancient farmlands,
lazybeds and ruins of the old village. The walk meets the roadway and onto Leenane.

Walk B- Moderate
Garraun (Twelve Bens)
10km
Highest point 598m- (650m height gained)
Garraun mountain in Irish is called Maolchnoc (Bald hill) and is the most northerly point of the Twelve Bens range.
The walk joins from the roadway on the long grassy north western spur to the spot height (598m). The top is
exposed and wild but a further 1km trek North Westward will bring you to Benchoona (581m) with some classic
panoramic views on clear days of the Atlantic Ocean, Connemara coastline and islands along with connecting
mountain landscape of the Bens. There are some good examples here of stone cairns and shallow mountain lakes
dotted across the upland section. The walk then inclines southwards across the pass at Lemnaheltia around the base
of Doughruagh hill with beautiful views of Knappagh Lough to the West and Kylemore Lough to the South. The walk
then draws to a conclusion in the fabulous grounds of Kylemore Abbey.

Walk C- Normal
Tawnyard to Aasleagh (Western Way)
9.7km Trail
Highest point 120m- (50m height gained)
This trail walk is a section of the wonderful Western Way, it starts off at Tawnyard at the base of the
Sheeffry Mountains and finishes at Aasleagh approx. 4km. from the village of Leenane. The walk starts out
at the highest point of the trail at a spectacular lay-by overlooking Tawnyard Lake and Glenumera forest.
The trail is mostly downhill as it starts high (120m) and finishes at sealevel. The initial sheltered gravel
roadway sweeps gradually downward towards the eastern side of Tawnyard and Derrintin Lakes, along
pine woods, with heather and bog cotton meadows. The walk passes 2 bridges, one on crosses the
owenduff River and the second crosses the Erriff river along the valley floor. Locally known as Houston’s
Bridge, there are panoramic views of the Partry and Maumtrasna Mountains which dominate the skyline to
the south while Bengorm Mountain introduces itself gradually to the North. The southern grassy riverbank
plays host to the downstream dry trail westward, which meanders casually with glimpses of wildlife such as
otters, kingfishers, salmon, fox and heron to name but a few. The sounds, sights and scents of this riparian
arena are captivating, the water rumbling amplifies as the walk brings you alongside the fabulous Aasleagh
waterfall underneath the dominant Scots pine forest.

